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About This Game
InCell is an action/racing game with a bit of strategy and science thrown into the mix in a rare and highly unusual microworld of
the carefully recreated human cell. This is the right project to start your acquaintance with VR or receive new VR impressions.
The game is focused on Virtual Reality but you can play just fine without a set.

Ready steady go!
Thanks to all robot-gods out there we will not take this journey alone - our humble (with a tiny control-everyone mania)
assistant is waiting for us (she is so sweet, isn’t she?). The Most Excellent Assistant Zero-Seven (she said that humans may
refer to her simply as ‘Your Highness’). So the player’s task is to impress TMEAR07 with experiment on volunteer to unlock
new healing technology for humanity. The problem is she doesn’t believe in that possibility because humans are simple and
illogical (and she is genius… as always).
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To cure our volunteer Mrs. Jane Smith and impress TMEAR07 players must select the right way through the objects
(organelles) to the cell’s nucleus and do their best in innovative radial racings between selected objects. Each object provides
unique abilities to improve racing params or to protect cell with different strategies.

How is it going inside the cell?
Getting closer to understanding cell structure and organelles functions (which are similar to the real functionality of the
organelles) players will improve their skills and will have a chance to impress completely suspicious The Most Excellent
Assistant Zero-Seven (who knows why is she so much aware of the other six Excellent Assistant Robots disassembling…).
One old and wise robot (he is still remember his 386 childhood) said that it’s a bad idea to make this kind of girl-robot sad…
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Features
Playable with VR (control the movement with your head only, or use keyboard and joystick).
Solve the riddle of TMEAR07, find out why doesn’t she believe in the humanity (may be it is just robot’s bad today or
some silicon stuff inside your PC makes she sad)?
With each new start the cell structure will be generated anew placing the organelles in different locations.
This game is a perfect opportunity to learn more about cell microstructure, different organelles and their roles in cell
vital activity.
Unlock harder difficulties where the true challenge awaits.

Hot keys
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Space - recenter camera position in VR mode
M - switch mirroring VR picture on monitor
Esc - pause and options menu
F5 - hide or show UI
F6 - hide or show bathyscaphe
F1 - graphics for recommended hardware
F2 - graphics for older hardware
F3 - decrease rotation speed (highly not recommended, only for experienced VR players)
F4 - increase rotation speed (highly not recommended, only for experienced VR players)
F7 - reset rotation speed to default

Known issues
VR on Linux is not yet implemented
If you are not using gamepad you may want to plug it off to switch game in mouse/keyboard control mode.

Other games by Luden.io
https://store.steampowered.com/app/619150/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/522220/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/588560/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/343740/
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Neat concept I just didn't enjoy the game play too much, not to mention the characters make you wanna rip your hair out lol see
what I mean here https:\/\/youtu.be\/2AvZkTz91ns. Nice atmospheric game but there are some things that bug me with it, It
would be an overall great experience with more diversity in levels and obstacles. Controls even if the game is underwater need to
be tighter. The interface or better to say lack of it is nicely implemented and the graphic style is nice and warm with an excellent
contrast.
Pro:
- Good atmospheric
- Original concept
- Trading card and achievement
- Good background music
Cons:
- The controls
- Boring, bland level design
- Animations too slow
- Many bugs or glitches(game freezes, unlocking all achievements half way in game)
- checkpoint aren't good
. It's a laidback, light-hearted roguelite. Except it's permadeath. Yes, there is that.. Game is just awesome. If you liked Banished
you will definitely fall in love in Depraved :) It got so much content and it just came out in EA. It could only get better :).
Qbeh-1 is a game designed by people who think that grinding is the pinnacle of gaming. "Here's a level that requires no thinking!"
"Here's a level that requires no thinking and making a tricky jump!" "Here's a level that requires no thinking, collecting a bunch of
cubes, and then making a tricky jump!"
When the two most attained achievements are "fall into the abyss" and "rage quit', it's not a fiendishly difficult game, it's just a bad
game. Prospective players who are interested in sovling physical puzzles by placing cubes should turn to Q.U.B.E., which is far
from perfect but miles better than Qbeh-1.. Absolutely lovely, killed my first monster after some minutes trying to map my
controls, even though i couldn't do it, got to area 3 right after one of the "cutscenes" started, the game crashes
10/10 would drink bleach again
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Early days, but enjoying it thus far. Not as easy to get the gold medals as you might suspect.
Seems to be plenty of content and I like the fact that each level gives you a different limited tower set to work with. It also
introduces some new and interesting mazing elements.
Price might be a bit high, but the jury's out on that one at the moment, given the apparent high content.. i installed it on windows
10 but it wont load up. It was a little tough to see where Yosumin was going at first... cute sound/music, a quirky story, and some
sort of puzzles. After about 15 minutes, I realized that the puzzles weren't going to get much more interesting or challenging.. I
got this software day 1 and it has come a long ways. The developer is responsive and delivers on promises for game profiles.
The software itself works nicely in my opinion and alleviates the sickness I was experiencing when playing the Serious Sam
games with locomotion. Not only that, it can help a lot of games be more immersive. It feels more real to me than gliding
around with regular locomotion movement. I have heard it's also great with Skyrim VR and once I get that game I will certainly
be checking it for myself. Great little piece of software for a fair price. Helped me play a set of awesome games that I could not
before and helps immersion as well.. I received this game for free by the dev to review it and give feedback on the current
development of the game; the initual gameplay & Review of the game can be found here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WsuiCDY4V88
So To start off, I've reviewed a few RPG Maker games in the past and this one is among the few I really enjoy, the game is
quirky and fun. With quite a repetitive experience which is delivered rather well! Combat is somewhat the same as your typical
RPG game where it's turn based, however in this its time based (Look at FF7 for an example) which does give a good aspect of
it.
There's also a function called "friendship" which I personally love in RPG games, it's always a good function to have however
this is rather bland in this game but it does have a nice touch (Not telling anymore about this ;) )
There is some mild adult humor within the game along with possibly a few swear words (which personally is one of the reason I
quite enjoy the game), you also get to "assemble" your team & gain popularity to unlock more things.
For more about the game I'd recommend paying for the game as it is honestly worth it.
I'd rate the game: 8/10 for an RPG game!. Not too bad yet not good enough, The game can be fun as there is a lot of characters
from different mangas to use with their iconic moves.
Combat:

Fun at first, it soon gets boring as the AI usually just guard or spam special attacks
Sometimes there is imput lag
Lots of transformations are not available for characters
There is no info about skills, other than what they do (no dmg,no range...)Story and Missions:
Really promising at first, it ends up being quite boring and stupid in the end
Cutscenes are nothing more than little loops where the characters involved stares at each other
Items drop from missions don't have a name, you need to guess if "Hat 3" is the one you are looking for
Character Creation:
It is pretty fun and there is quite a lot to customize
There is a lot of outfits available for your characters...unless you created a female avatarOnline:
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People usually disconnect while losing since the game basically doesn't punish you for
disconnecting
Not many people play online
It can be a nice game if you are a fan of one\/multiple mangas but if you are looking for a serious
fighting game...maybe you shouldn't be looking for games from bandai namco.. Turbo Pug, in
three dee. As boring and crappy as ever. One click auto-runner. Now with voxels! Pure garbage.
Oh, it crashed my steam client too. Nice one.. this game has been broken from day 1... and now it
is worse than ever... they have tried updating and fixing things... it doesnt seem to be helpinng...
they seem like they try to do good.... i wouldnt buy this at the moment. Ah, Night Trap... The
"controversial" FMV classic that spawned a short lived genre in the early to mid '90. Rereleased
for the first time in twenty years, this new version brings a number of new features and extras to
the table.
After a couple of patches, I can firmly recommend it to fans of the genre as well as anyone with
an interest in that period of video game history.
Pros:
+ The best video quality seen in any release of Night Trap. 30fps rather than 15 or 12fps on the
old releases. Full 4:3 ratio that it was filmed at rather than the cropped 16:9 image of the old
releases. Various versions of the UI from the old releases are selectable if you want to play in the
old way however.
+ A couple of gameplay tweaks that allow you to watch more of the video as you play: The room
icons can display thumbnail images of what's currently going on in the rooms rather than static
icons. These can be changed to the old style icons if you wish. Also, and perhaps controvesially,
the possible count now increases as soon as trappable augers appear on screen. This lets you know
that a trap scene has started, as opposed to the original releases where the count only increased
when you had trapped or missed an auger.
+ A bunch of extras: The "Dangerous Games" documentary from the '95 PC release, a new
interview with James Riley, unlockables, a theatre mode where you can rewatch scenes from the
game, and most significantly the "Scene of the Crime" prototype as a reward for a perfect game.
+ A new survival mode which randomizes what's happening in the rooms.
Cons:
- The old MS-DOS release allowed saving at any time. This doesn't, and only saves at what would
have been the disc change point in the old releases.
- Minor A/V sync issues. Hard to notice in game, but more apparent in the documentaries.
- Not everyone's cup of tea. The game is short, and if you're not into old school FMV games,
video game history, or '80s nostalgia, it might not be for you.
In my opinion, the pros outweigh the cons. To sum up: If you liked the old releases of Night Trap,
are a fan of '80s cheese, or just like movie like games, I'd recommend this; it's the best release to
date and has nice extras.. I genenally like hidden object games, especially if there is a storyline
behind it. This game does not focus much on a storyline, rather having missions to accomplish by
finding objects in different locations and in various modes. Nonetheless, i like how challenging it
can get, as the objects change positions after re-exploring a certain location, so it is not that easy
but not that hard either. What i mostly love of the game is the soundtracks playing on the
background while finding objects!
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